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Get RIAL: Winning neologisms

4th place:
Nostrail: What inevitably drips
down your face when you’ve got
the sniffles in February and you’re
wearing your big gloves. (Jeff
Contompasis, Ashburn)

3rd place:
“Corialonus”: Shakespeare
rendered acceptable for delicate
sensibilities. (Steve Honley,
Washington)

2nd place and the
crocheted Venus
of Willendorf:
Heilraiser: The person in a
political discussion who inevitably
brings up a Hitler reference. (Gary
Crockett, Chevy Chase)

And the winner of
the Lose Cannon:
Flopularity: When people flock to
see a show just to revel in its
badness. “ ‘Cats’ has proved so
flopular that the theater added a
midnight showing for stoners who
want to creep out at Judi Dench’s
fur-skin.” (Bill Dorner, Indianapolis)

Receding har-lines:
Honorable mentions
Bail-a-ruse: Where Carlos Ghosn
got his fake passport. (Mark
Raffman, Reston)

Stairl: In addition to stubb’n,
another thing a mule is. (Frank
Osen, Pasadena, Calif.)

Air latte: A big mug of foam with a
measly amount of coffee
underneath (see also air lager),
(Gordon Cobb, Marietta, Ga.)

Billiar: “I swear I’ve never played
pool before . . . beginner’s luck!
Want to play again, double or
nothing?” (Erika Ettin, Washington)
Brrraille: When it’s so cold that
blind folks can read messages in
your goose bumps. (Duncan Stevens,
Vienna, Va.)

“King Liar”: A monarch promises
his kingdom to all three daughters,
then leaves it to his jester. (Steve
Honley)

Cigarlic: Baskin-Robbins decided
to stay at 31 flavors after this new
one proved less than a hit. (Stephen
Dudzik, Olney)

Darlingual: Fluent in completing a
spouse’s sentences. (Eric Nelkin,
Silver Spring)

Fairlymandering: Something
elected politicians in “safe”
districts will never agree to. (Roy
Ashley, Washington)

Garlic breadth: A safe distance to
maintain after eating Texas toast
or scampi. Equivalent to three
onion breadths. (Beverley Sharp,
Montgomery, Ala.)

Hel Air: For such a fancy L.A.
neighborhood, it sure has a lot of
smog. (Drew Bennett, West Plains,
Mo.)

Hillari-T: A “Lock Him Up” shirt.
(Ann Martin, Brentwood)

Huhlarity: The awkward I’d-betterlaugh reaction of the only person in
the room who doesn’t get the joke.
(Lennie Magida, Urbana, Md.)

Infilrate: Go onto a competitor’s
website and fill it with bad reviews.
(Bird Waring, Larchmont, N.Y.)
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New contest for Week 1370:
What’s in a name?

ACROSS
1 Stand array
6 Exams for
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15 Word with
dance or union
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80 Word before
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Mao __-tung
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Kurds as you break all your
promises to them. (Duncan Stevens)

Selfie by Kathleen Delano

Loser Kathleen Delano is
attacked by this week’s prize.

Dopart, Washington)

Reliarable: Describing people who
can be counted on to rattle off
falsehoods whenever they open
their mouths. (Sorry, I can’t come
up with any examples.) (Kel Nagel,

Receding airline: The flight you
just missed as it disappears into
the sky. (Jeff Shirley, Richmond)

Salisbury, Md.)

Risquéclair: Why is that pastry
shaped like . . . that? (Jeff

Mertens, Silver Spring)

Contompasis)

Per-spiral: That cycle when
sweating makes you nervous,
which makes you sweat more.
(Mark Raffman)

Shangri-ladies’ rooms: Where
there’s never a line, the mirrors are
slimming and the three-ply
Cottonelle flows like wine. (Jeff

Pliars: What the dentist uses to rip
out your molar while cooing, “This
might cause a bit of discomfort.”

Sir Lancelittle: The ladies teased
him for having a short spear. (Jesse

Shirley)

Frankovich, Lansing, Mich.)

The Blair Pitch Project: Visitors to
a ballpark in Houston hear a
mysterious metallic banging . . . .
(Matt Monitto, Bristol, Conn.)

Umbrella riddle: “What can you
take on a plane, sir, if it is closed
but not if it is open?” (Jesse
Frankovich)
And Last: Har-bitrarily: How the

Empress decides what’s funny.
(Gary Crockett)
And even Laster: Armchair Loser:

“Eh. I could be way funnier than
those Style Invitational people.
Now where’s the comics section?”
(Jesse Frankovich)
Okay, one Lastest: Tiara lights: What

the Empress needs, because she
clearly didn’t see my fabulous entry!
(Beverley Sharp)

Still running — deadline Monday
night, Feb. 10: Our contest for
jokes about typos or misheard
words. See wapo.st/invite1369.
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15 “Funny not
funny”
16 Sought-after
guests
17 Hybrid big cat
18 “Swing Shift”
actress Christine
24 Got warmer
while searching
for
25 “... __, and a
lasting peace”:
Lincoln
26 Head of Québec
32 Electrical unit
34 Jacob Riis
concerns
35 Skosh
36 Like typical King
novels
38 Reebok rival
39 Pros with
schedules
40 That guy
41 Liszt’s
instrument
42 “Being and
Nothingness”
philosopher
44 Unpredictable
events
45 Tournaments
47 Bandleader
Arnaz

48 Regarding
49 Peaty land
53 Kept in the
know
55 Pioneering
video game
56 Hacky Sack
maker
57 Present
58 Change for a
five
61 Tailless feline
62 Color named for
a duck
63 D-Day conflict
64 Jackson Hole
backdrop
65 Kate, pretaming
67 Dangerous
biters
68 Insightful
69 Community pool
site
70 2009 Panasonic
purchase
71 Mario’s brother
72 Myopic Mr.
73 Competed in a
British bee
74 Feudal workers
77 Roast site
79 English coal
mining city

81 Filmmaker
Ephron
82 DDE’s
predecessor
83 Unruffled
85 Small bars
86 “Barry” star Bill
87 Merging places
88 Common nut
shape
90 Musical dragon
loved by Little
Jackie Paper
93 Windows
precursor
94 “That’s my
dream”
95 Memorable links
nickname
97 Put icing on
99 Bay Area
NFLer
101 Bullet point, e.g.
102 Curly do
103 Dodge City, to
Ford County
104 Storied fox title
105 Honey site
106 Writer Bagnold
107 Cause for a
kid’s grounding
109 Babble
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brown

DH’s stat
Former 49ers
coach Bill
Nix
Bakery workers
Reach for the
Skyy
Alpine goats
Monterey
neighbor
Old-time
cinemas
Collection plate
alternative
French 101 verb
Jockey strap
“Auld Lang __”
Dress (up)
fancily
Mosaic pieces
Prevents, by law
Sherpa,
commonly
Suffix with umpAstaire and a
singer
Survey category
Fight stopper,
for short
Online response
to humor
Barely manage,
with “out”
Disturb

xwordeditor@aol.com

91 Most up in the
air
92 Botches, with
“up”
94 Option at the
bagel shop
97 Forget to
mention
98 Academic job
security
99 Throw out
100 Its name is
derived from
Provençal words
for “garlic” and
“oil”
101 Stringed Asian
instrument
103 Homes in the
woods
104 Nonsense
107 Engage in
verbal jousting
109 In the distance
110 Marine hazard
111 Word with sleep
or freeze
112 Pace with a
wide range of
speeds
115 Guest in a team
owner’s skybox,
often
116 Eggy beverage
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Answers to last week’s puzzle below.
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Horoscope
BY

JA C Q U E L I N E BI G A R

HAPPY BIRTHDAY | Feb. 9: This year, you make waves wherever you go. People cannot help but notice your
charisma and friendly nature. You have new choices available to you at work and with friends and family. If single,
do not commit unless you are 100 percent sure. If attached, the two of you add a stronger sense of connection to
your relationship. For some of you, this warmth might stem from finally taking that special trip. Leo admires your
coolness and ability to handle touchy situations.

2/9/20

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Without intending to, you could
create an explosive situation. Be
ready to smile instead of growling
even if you hit a roadblock. It is
nearly impossible to take back
nasty words. The less said, the
better.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
The unpredictability that is slowly
being attached to you seems
justified if you pull back and look at
your knee-jerk reactions. Take
some time to yourself and prioritize
what is important.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
Reach out for a loved one or dear
friend. A late brunch might be just
what the doctor ordered. You can
maximize the moment and catch
up on fun news. Make plans for the
near future as well.

2/2/20
Syria later: What you say to thexwordeditor@aol.com

Liarrhea: A condition of
continually talking out one’s rear.
“The staff reminder ‘Imodium
before the podium’ still failed to
prevent liarrhea at the Rose
Garden news conference.” (Kevin

(Chris Murphy, Germantown)

roller whom
Forrest Gump
supposedly met
Look as though
Small amount
Strict
Saxes, e.g.

Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Nichols Lewis

Takoma Park)

Parilous: At risk of being just
average. “My kid’s test scores are
borderline parilous — do you have
Rick Singer’s number?” (Sam

assent
83 “Turn! Turn!
Turn!”
songwriter
84 Hand measure
85 Young shepherd
resigned to
losing his flock?
89 Resignee before
Richard
91 More jumpy
92 Camp
equipment
93 Soccer star
Hamm
96 N. American
land
97 82-Down’s
predecessor
98 Lawless role
100 Short __:
little or no
consideration
102 Environs
104 Drives out
108 Evita’s
exhortation to
use sunscreen?
111 Aunt Bee’s
charge
112 Boathouse
items
113 Ancient: Pref.

Los Angeles Times Sunday Crossword Puzzle

Jailr: Dating app to find the perfect
prison “friend.” (Ryan Martinez,

Newtrality: Being fair and
balanced to all, whether Americans
or liberals. (Frank Osen)
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“NO DATE
MORE TEARS”
82 Japanese
By YAAKOV
BENDAVID

By Pat Myers

Week 1366 was our annual Tour
de Fours contest to create new
words (or snarkily define existing
ones) that include a particular
block of four letters, in any order.
This year’s was LIAR (or RIAL, ARIL,
etc.).

edited by rich norris and joyceEdited
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lewis
by Rich
Norris and Joyce Nichols Lewis

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Stay ahead of a situation and clear
out a problem before it becomes
too expensive emotionally or
financially. You might not
appreciate what you hear from a
loved one or dear friend.

ages. Be willing to change plans if
need be. A loved one or dear friend
lets you know how important you
are.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Others look to you for a hint as to
how they should respond to a
complex situation. It is only
complex because someone wants
it to be. Invite friends to join you in
the afternoon to watch a game,
have dinner or whatever pleases
you.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Call someone you rarely speak to.
You both care a lot about each
other but have very little time to
visit. Decide to change that
pattern. Check in with an older
person, boss or key family member
in the afternoon.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Reach out for someone you care
about who you might have been
unintentionally ignoring. Getting
together or even just chatting on
the phone catches you up on news.
Do not hold back.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
You enjoy the busy pace, yet you
might need to slow down. Spend
some quality time with a loved who
might feel ignored. They are
instrumental to your well-being.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Get as much done as you can in
the daylight hours. You might need
to do an errand or catch up on
calls. Late in the afternoon, your
popularity takes over. Whatever
your plans are, they could change.
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Answers to last week’s puzzle.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
You enjoy periods like today when
others cannot get enough of you.
Your biggest problem will be
juggling the various people around
you. You might need to make
amends with someone.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Use the daylight hours for yourself.
You enjoy your Sundays sometimes
doing a crossword puzzle or
making calls to friends you have
not visited with recently. Others
respond to your energy, and by late
afternoon, you might want to join a
pal.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Get some important errands done
quickly and efficiently. Fatigue
could wear you down as the day

2/2/20

